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Europe boosts maritime surveillance capabilities
Keywords: European Maritime Safety Agency, Canadian company MacDonald, Dettwiler, Associates, RadarSat2, maritime safety, law enforcement, border security, fisheries control, marine pollution monitoring, EMSA’s
CleanSeaNet programme, Copernicus security services, Frontex
The European Maritime Safety Agency (EMSA) has chosen
Canadian company MacDonald, Dettwiler and Associates
(MDA) to provide marine surveillance technology. Under
a four-year contract, MDA will provide RadarSat-2
information to the agency. The contract has a ceiling of
€31 million. RadarSat-2 information will support EMSA in
the areas of maritime safety, law enforcement, border
security, fisheries control, and marine pollution
monitoring.
The information will be used by a variety of European users for detecting and monitoring oil spills as part of
EMSA’s CleanSeaNet programme. This service is based on radar satellite images, covering all European sea
areas. These are analysed to detect possible oil spills on the sea surface. When an oil spill is detected in
national waters, an alert message is delivered to the relevant country. Around 2,000 images are ordered and
analysed each year.
EMSA will expand its use of RadarSat-2 information to increase the vessel detection and monitoring services
that are supplied to Frontex, which is a European agency responsible for European border management.
EMSA will also broaden its use of RadarSat-2 information to include support for the Copernicus security
services for its maritime surveillance programme.
Copernicus provides vital information for monitoring developing emergency situations and enabling security and
rescue services to respond quickly. Through the Copernicus Security Service, the EU is able protect its borders,
combat smuggling and terrorism, and prevent the loss of lives at sea.

Source: Marine – Electronics & Communications
Link: http://bit.ly/29QA4FW
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European Commission mulls 2030 green power targets for EU transport fuels:
draft
Keywords: European Commission, EU emissions, low-carbon electricity, EU power market design rules,
alternative transport fuels, renewable electricity, natural gas, advanced biofuels, European strategy for lowemission mobility
Brussels (Platts)--18 Jul 2016 938 am EDT/1338 GMT




Wants to cut EU emissions, oil import dependency
Expects more demand for low-carbon electricity
New EU power market design rules to support switch

The European Commission is considering proposing 2030 targets for alternative transport fuels such as
renewable electricity, natural gas and advanced biofuels, according to an unofficial draft strategy paper seen by
S&P Global Platts Monday.
"[The EC] will...analyze the impact of different ways to incentivise low and zero emission vehicles, such as
setting specific targets for them," the EC said in its draft European strategy for low-emission mobility.
The targets could involve obliging fuel suppliers to provide a certain share of alternative energy sources, such
as advanced biofuels, renewable electricity and synthetic fuels, including through blending, the EC said in the
draft.
It could also be done by obliging suppliers to reduce the emissions of their energy sources.
The EU's transport sector is dominated by oil, with a 94% market share, and accounts for around a third of the
EU's emissions.
EU leaders have committed to cut EU emissions by 40% on 1990 levels by 2030.
"Zero and low emission vehicles will need to be deployed and gain significant market share by 2030," the EC
said in the draft.
The EU also wants to cut its oil import dependency -- some 90% of its crude oil is imported, according to the
EC's website.
MORE LOW CARBON POWER DEMAND EXPECTED
"Low emission mobility will create more demand for electricity and additional pressure on the power sector to
decarbonize under the EU Emission Trading System," the EC said.
The EU's transmission grid would be able to cope with more electricity used in transport, but there could be
problems at distribution level at peak times, the EC said.
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It added that its new EU electricity market design proposal, expected at the end of this year, would help
integrate the new demand "by encouraging charging at times of cheap electricity when demand is low or
supply is high." It would also help individuals to use their own solar panels to charge their cars.

"In the long-run vehicle batteries could also become an integral part of the electricity system and provide
energy to the grid when needed," the EC said.
It wants to see the EU develop its own advanced battery production. "Hydrogen, bio-methane and synthetic
fuels could [also] be produced from electricity at times of low prices, providing a form of energy storage," the
EC added.
The EC also wants to raise consumer awareness of electric car benefits, including improved battery
technology, increasing range and falling costs to buy.
Refuelling and maintenance costs are "significantly lower" than for conventionally-fueled vehicles, it said.
CONSULTING ON OPTIONS
The EC said it would consult on all the options for promoting low and zero emission vehicles when it publishes
the official paper, expected Wednesday.
The EC is also expected to propose on Wednesday binding national 2030 targets for the non-ETS part of the
economy, including transport, buildings and agriculture.
The EU already has binding national non-ETS emission targets for 2020.
It also has a binding 2020 renewable energy target to source 20% of final EU energy demand from
renewables, as set out in the EU's 2009 renewables directive.
This target includes that all EU countries must source 10% of their final transport energy from renewables.
The EC is to propose an update to the renewables directive at the end of the year to reflect the EU's 2030
goals, which include sourcing at least 27% of final EU energy demand from renewables.

Please download the EUROPEAN POWER DAILY

Source: Platts
Link: http://bit.ly/2abcReb
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Europe shows ambition on cleaner road transport – now it must deliver
Keywords: European Commission’s strategy for low-emission mobility, post-2020 fuel efficiency/CO2, target
for 2030, Member States, fuel economy, ICAO, IMO
Statement by Transport & Environment in response to
publication today of the European Commission’s strategy for
low-emission mobility
The announcement of new CO2 standards for cars, vans and,
for the first time in Europe, trucks forms the centrepiece of
the EU’s strategy for low-emission mobility and has been
welcomed by Transport & Environment (T&E) as a
meaningful step in the fight against climate change. But the
Commission’s plan is completely devoid of ambition on
cutting emissions from aviation and shipping, the sustainable
transport group said.
The announcement of post-2020 fuel efficiency/CO2 standards for road vehicles will help member states
meet their 2030 climate targets, which were also confirmed today.
T&E executive director Jos Dings commented: “Today the Commission distributes the EU emission reduction
target for 2030 to member states, and promises European action on transport to give them a helping hand.
This is a good plan but whether it works will depend on how effectively the promises are delivered. Cutting
transport CO2 emissions will not only tackle climate change but also address energy dependence, cut energy
bills and create jobs.”
Europe follows the US, China, Japan and Canada in introducing CO2 and fuel efficiency standards for
trucks, the fuel economy of which has stagnated for 20 years. T&E welcomes the Commission’s pledge to
act on this during this mandate, and make road tolls for trucks dependent on their fuel efficiency.
Steps towards a California-style mandate for manufacturers to supply ultra-low or zero-emission vehicles are
also welcomed along with ideas to measure emissions on the road. Such a mandate provides certainty and
economies of scale that will give Europeans a wider choice in electric vehicles, which they currently lack.
Zero-emission vehicles will be indispensable in achieving the full decarbonisation of road transport by
2050.
The commitment for a ‘gradual’ phaseout of food-based biofuels is also welcomed, but the detailed plans
must await the announcement of the EU’s post-2020 bioenergy, policy due by the end of 2016. The
Commission’s continuing support for natural gas trucks as a pan-European long-term solution is surprising
given new evidence highlighting the high cost and low potential.
However, emissions reductions in vehicles could be offset by increases in aviation and shipping where there
is no effective EU action and the Commission has abdicated responsibility to ineffective UN international
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organisations ICAO and IMO. It is also disappointing that the Commission does not propose any major
initiative to revitalise passenger rail, a key tool in decarbonising and electrifying transport.
Jos Dings concluded: “While the European Commission has seized the initiative to decarbonise vehicles, the
opposite is true for planes and ships despite the importance of European action in these sectors. Double hull
tankers, lower-sulphur marine fuels, and carbon pricing for aviation are all policies ‘made in Europe’.
Emissions from planes and ships must not be allowed to replace those cut from vehicles.”

Source: Transport & Environment
Link: http://bit.ly/29YaACx
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European Commission accepts price transparency commitments by container
liner shipping companies
Keywords: European Commission, container shipping companies, prices, general rate increases (GRI)
The European Commission has accepted commitments made by 14 container-shipping companies to increase
price transparency and reduce the likelihood of coordinating prices.
The shipping companies currently announce price increases, known as general rate increases (GRI), on their
websites. GRI do not give the final price for the service but only an indication of how much the company
expects the price to rise.
GRI announcements are usually made three to five weeks before their implementation date, and can be
changed at any time. This makes it easier for the companies to align their prices, the Commission said.
This system does not give full information to customers, and also makes it possible to coordinate prices
without the risk of losing customers. This is likely to lead to higher prices, and harm competition, it said.
The shipping companies have therefore agreed to stop publishing GRI announcements. When publishing any
future price announcements they will give at least five elements of the total price: base rate, bunker (fuel)
charges, security charges, terminal handling charges and peak season charges if these apply.
The amounts specified in price announcements will be binding as maximum prices, although the companies
can offer lower prices.
Announcements will not be made more than 31 days before the prices come into force. This corresponds to
the period when customers usually start booking in significant volumes, the Commission said.
Two exemptions have been built into the change: the commitment will not apply when companies are
communicating with buyers who already have an existing rate agreement in place for the route, or during
negotiation or communication with specific identified customers. These are unlikely to cause competition
concerns, the Commission said.
After carrying out a market test of the commitments, the Commission said it was satisfied that they address
its concerns. "They will increase price transparency for customers and reduce the likelihood of concerted
price signalling by binding the carriers to the prices announced," it said.
The commitments will be legally binding for a period of three years starting from 7 December 2016.
Commissioner in charge of competition policy, Margrethe Vestager, said: "Container shipping accounts for the
vast majority of the non-bulk freight carried by sea to and from Europe. Competitive shipping services are
therefore essential for European companies and for the EU's economy as a whole. The commitments offered
by 14 carriers will make prices for these services more transparent and increase competition".
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Competition law expert Neale McDonald of Pinsent Masons, the law firm behind Out-Law.com, said: "The
Commission's acceptance of the commitments proposed in February reaffirms that price announcements
must ultimately be made for the benefit of customers, not competitors. It will be interesting to see the full
non-confidential commitments decision in this case once it is released. While it may not be as instructive as a
prohibition decision would have been, it could still contain helpful guidance on the antitrust implications of
price-signalling practices."

Source: Out-Law
Link: http://bit.ly/2a0xCqB
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EU probes France, Belgium over port tax breaks
Keywords: port, tax, European Union, France, Belgium, anti-trust
The European Union is investigating tax breaks given to ports in France and Belgium to see whether they comply
with state aid rules or give the ports an edge over competitors.
The EU's anti-trust watchdog asked France and Belgium in January to bring their corporate tax law into line
with Europe's rules by abolishing a tax exemption for ports, but the two countries have not done so.
Most of France's ports are exempt from corporate tax, while many of Belgium's big ports are subject to lower
rates than other companies.
Competition Commissioner Margrethe Vestager said Friday that "tax exemptions shouldn't distort competition
by giving an unfair advantage to some ports over others in Europe."
France and Belgium could face fines if they fail to comply with EU rules.

Source: AP The Big Story
Link: http://apne.ws/29QuJ0i
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Brexit could push back container shipping recovery to 2017: analyst
Keywords: Brexit, Maritime Strategies International (MSI), container shipping, Alphaliner
Brexit could push back hopes of a recovery in container
shipping till 2017 according to analysts Maritime
Strategies International (MSI).
Although the UK only accounts for 5m teu of the global
container trade of 185m teu the vote to leave the EU
could have an impact on the much wider European
market as whole.
The Asia – Europe trade is the largest container shipping
route and the fall off in this trade from the latter half of
2015 has had significant negative impact on boxshipping
as a whole.
MSI believes that the fall in volumes seen on the Asia – Europe trade was largely due to destocking of
inventories, which reflected the fall in the value of the euro.
CTS data for the first four months of 2016 showed a return to growth on the Asia – Europe trade with a 2.7%
increase in volumes.
However, UK’s Brexit vote has not only hit the value of Sterling but also the euro.
“Prior to the Brexit vote, we had believed that the stabilisation of the euro would lead to significant inventory
restocking in 2016, which in turn would push up Asia-Europe westbound trade growth to over 7% year-on-year
in the second half of 2016,” said James Frew a senior analyst with MSI.
“This rapid Asia-Europe trade growth, and its knock-on impact on intra-Asian cargoes, is integral to our
projections of the rapid elimination of idle capacity - or at least its reduction to below 500,000 teu which is
the level at which we believe some pricing power shifts back to the owners.”
However, a further weakening of the Euro would push back this expected improvement of the market until
2017 with overcapacity remaining high.
In addition to a weaker Euro hitting the market, Brexit has also hit sentiment raising fears of a European or
global recession.
An earlier report by analyst Alphaliner noted: “The risk of an economic slowdown in Europe could have a
bigger impact on the containership sector, and a corresponding fall in global container trade volumes would
only worsen the current supply- demand gap further. Based on Alphaliner’s latest forecasts, containership
supply net growth will reach 3.6% this year, while global container throughput is expected to grow by only
1.3%.”
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Source: Sea Trade-Maritime
Link: http://bit.ly/29ZekYv
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Competition rules and corporate taxation: ports’ activity in the EU
Keywords: European Commission, tax, ports’ activity, EU states, EU state aid rules, public aid, General Block
Exemption Regulation
The Commission probes if corporate tax exemptions granted to Belgian and French ports are in line with EU
state aid rules and whether they give companies certain advantage over competitors in other EU states.
The main activity of ports is the transfer of people and cargo, as well as the provision of infrastructure to
shipping companies, shipbuilders and other companies. This commercial operation of port infrastructure
constitutes an economic activity, for which ports should pay corporate tax, just like other companies do.
However, ports also carry out certain activities that are linked to the exercise of essential state responsibilities
such as safety, surveillance and traffic control. Such activities fall outside the scope of EU state aid control.
Commissioner Margrethe Vestager, in charge of competition policy, underlined that ports play a key role in the
EU's economy. The EU competition rules allow member states to support the construction or upgrade of port
infrastructure through investment aid. However, she added that tax exemptions shouldn't distort competition
by giving an unfair advantage to some ports over others in Europe.
A corporate tax exemption for ports that earn profits from economic activities provides them with a selective
advantage compared with their competitors in other EU states and therefore involves state aid within the
meaning of the EU rules.
Cross-border competition plays an important role in the ports sector and the Commission is committed to
ensuring a level playing field in this important economic sector.
Present situation
In Belgium, a number of sea and inland waterway ports (notably the ports of Antwerp, Bruges, Brussels,
Charleroi, Ghent, Liège, Namur and Ostend, as well as ports along the canals in Hainaut Province and
Flanders) are exempt from the general corporate income tax regime. These ports are subject to a different tax
regime, with a different base and tax rates, resulting in an overall lower level of taxation for Belgian ports on
their commercial activities as compared to other companies in Belgium.
In France, most ports, notably the 11 "grands ports maritimes" (Bordeaux, Dunkerque, La Rochelle, Le Havre,
Marseille, Nantes - Saint-Nazaire and Rouen as well as Guadeloupe, Guyane, Martinique and Réunion), the
'Port autonome de Paris', and ports operated by chambers of industry and commerce, are fully exempt from
corporate income tax. This self-evidently results in an overall lower level of taxation for French ports on their
commercial activities as compared to other companies in France.
In January 2016, following its investigation into the functioning and taxation of ports in EU states, the
Commission asked Belgium and France to bring their corporate tax law into line with EU state aid rules by
abolishing their tax exemption for ports. As Belgium and France have not agreed to align their tax laws as the
Commission proposed, the Commission has now opened in-depth investigations to assess whether its initial
concerns are confirmed or not.
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The opening of an in-depth investigation gives an opportunity for the two EU states and interested thirdparties – such as beneficiaries or competitors - to comment on the state aid assessment of the tax
exemptions, in particular as to the assessment of the economic nature of ports' activities and the effect on
competition and trade. It does not prejudge the outcome of the investigation.
Specific cooperation procedure needed
As both the Belgian and the French measures already existed before the establishment of the EU in 1958, the
state aid is regarded as "existing aid". This means that the Commission cannot ask Belgium and France to
recover aid granted in the past, nor any aid granted up until the moment that a final decision is adopted by
the Commission.
"Existing aid", and its assessment, is subject to a specific cooperation procedure between EU states and the
Commission. When existing aid seems to be in breach of EU state aid rules, the Commission's first step is to
inform the state concerned about its concerns. In light of the reply, the Commission may then propose
appropriate measures to the member state to bring the measures into line with EU state aid rules. If the EU
state does not accept the proposal, the Commission may, as a third step, open an in-depth investigation to
verify the compatibility of the aid; the present decisions fall into this third category.
State aid to ports
Removing unjustified tax advantages does not mean that ports can no longer receive state aid. The EU states
have many possibilities to support ports in line with EU state aid rules, for example to achieve EU transport
objectives or to put in place necessary infrastructure investment which would not have been possible without
public aid.
In that regard the Commission has proposed to widen the scope of its General Block Exemption Regulation to
include non-problematic investment aid to ports and foster strategic investments in infrastructures that have
the potential to create jobs in Europe.
In January 2016, the Commission required the Netherlands to put an end to the corporate tax exemption
granted to the Dutch public seaports.
The non-confidential version of the decisions will be made available under case numbers SA.38393 (Belgium)
and SA.38398 (France) in the State Aid Register on the competition website once any confidentiality issues
have been resolved. New publications of state aid decisions on the internet and in the Official Journal are
listed in the State Aid Weekly e-News.

Source: Baltic Course
Link: http://bit.ly/29ZqdZ5
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Main Themes For European Shipping Week 2017 Announced With European
Shipping’s Competitiveness At The Heart Of The Week’s Debate
Keywords: European Shipping Week 2017, sustainability, European Commission, 2009 EU Maritime Transport
Strategy, European Community Shipowners’ Associations, European Commission, European Council of
Ministers, the European Parliament, DG MOVE
The themes for European Shipping Week 2017 have been
formally announced with the competitiveness of
European shipping globally and the strategies being
developed by the European Union and its respective
bodies to foster that competitiveness sitting at the heart
of the week’s events and debate.
Digitisation and modernisation of the policy framework
are indispensable for the maritime sector to become
even more quality oriented, sustainable and competitive
in the years ahead. These are also the policy priorities
outlined by the European Commission in view of recent developments in the sector and of progress in the
implementation of the 2009 EU Maritime Transport Strategy.
Next year’s European Shipping Week, to be held in Brussels from Monday February 27th to Friday March 3, will
offer the ideal platform for both industry and regulators to come together to debate and agree a pathway of
these and other issues moving forward.
ESW17 will fall under the Maltese Presidency of the European Union and
Valetta has already announced that it will focus its maritime agenda on
migration and the Mediterranean. Decarbonisation of shipping will also
come under discussion during the week, either in the context of the
flagship conference to be held on Wednesday March 1st or through a
dedicated event.
Welcoming the announcement of the week’s theme, Patrick Verhoeven,
Secretary General of the European Community Shipowners’ Associations
(ECSA), said representatives from the European Commission, European
Council of Ministers and the European Parliament together with senior
representatives from the European and global ship owning, chartering,
ship management, legal, banking and maritime services sectors would be
present in force.
Patrick Verhoeven
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“It is not often industry gets the chance to discuss such key issues with such high level law-makers. To
accommodate both the short and longer term agenda for EU shipping policy, it is proposed that the main
conference works around a format that alternates plenary sessions on major political questions with breakout sessions that go more in-depth into the concrete topics of the EU shipping policy framework that is taking
shape as a result of the mid-term review of the EU Maritime Transport Strategy. The breakout sessions will
especially emphasise the strategic angle and the overall policy objectives,” he stressed.
The European Commission, through DG MOVE, has endorsed European Shipping Week 2017 and formal
patronage is already being sought from it as well as the European Parliament and the Council of Ministers.
The initiative, which was started in 2015 by the European Community Shipowners’ Associations (ECSA), will be
run by a Steering Group made up of Europe’s main shipping organisations as well as the European
Commission and Shipping Innovation. The shipping organisations involved on the Steering Group include:
ECSA; Cruise Lines International Association (CLIA) Europe; European Community Association of Ship Brokers
and Agents (ECASBA); Interferry; the European Dredging Association (EuDA); the World Shipping Council (WSC),
the European Transport Workers’ Federation (ETF), the European Tugowners’ Association (ETA) as well as the
European Maritime Pilots Association (EMPA). Other European shipping associations may also be invited to
support the initiative and hold relevant events during the week.
European Shipping Week will be held in Brussels during the week of February 27th – March 3, 2017 when
shipping industry leaders from Europe and around the world will descend on Brussels to meet and network
with top legislators from the European Commission, European Parliament and the Council of Ministers.
The week‐long series of high level events will bring together the major players in the shipping industry. More
information about European Shipping Week 2017 is available at www.europeanshippingweek.com
ESW is organised by Shipping Innovation – the driving force behind the highly successful London International
Shipping Week (LISW).

Source: Hellenic Shipping News
Link: http://bit.ly/2a7UTXD
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EU member states have formally approved a list of 195 transport projects that will
receive a combined total of €6.7bn (£5.2bn) of funding under the Connecting
Europe Facility (CEF) programme.
Keywords: Connecting Europe Facility, Violeta Bul, EU Member States, Single European Sky, Innovation &
Networks Executive Agency
The investment will unlock additional public and private
co-financing for a combined amount of €9.6bn, and is
expected to create up to 100,000 jobs by 2030.
The UK will receive over €45m in funding for air
transportation schemes under the Single European Sky
initiatives. Projects include the design of new air traffic
control systems and systems for 10 Royal Air Force
facilities.
Commissioner for transport Violeta Bulc said: "I am glad
we have the support of the Member States for our multibillion investment in 195 priority transport projects. The
bulk of this funding has been allocated to central and
eastern Europe, which will help bridge the deployment gap between EU regions. In doing so, the Connecting
Europe Facility contributes to better, greener and safer transport all across Europe."
Individual project grant agreements will now be prepared by the Innovation & Networks Executive Agency
(INEA) and signed with the project beneficiaries by the end of the year.

Please download here the list of projects selected for receiving EU financial assistance in the field of CEF Transport sector following the calls for proposals launched on 5 November 2015

Source: The Construction Index
Link: http://bit.ly/2aaMu6t
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EC commissions Ricardo to deliver sustainable transport tool
Keywords: DG Move, safety, pollution and sustainability, European Commission Directorate General for
Mobility and Transport, climate goals, Transport White Paper
To support European cities
develop
transportation
networks that meet 21st
century standards for safety,
pollution and sustainability, the
European
Commission
Directorate
General
for
Mobility
and
Transport
commissioned environmental
consultancy Ricardo to develop an online toolset that makes it easy for cities to see the effects of policies on
the ground. The tool has been launched and is freely available.
Improving urban transportation, in line with growing demands to make cities more sustainable, less polluted
and more efficient in getting people from A to B, remains on the agenda for the EU as it seeks to meet
ambitious climate goals as well as wider health and economic points. Urban centres now account for up to
70% of Europe’s energy related carbon dioxide emissions, and house 70% of its population – in many densely
populated cities, noxious exhaust, sound, and other pollutants as a result of transportation are creating
considerable headaches for policy planners of the hubs of European growth.
The European Commission Directorate General for Mobility and Transport (DG Move) released a Transport
White Paper that set out a range of goals aimed at addressing the various environmental, social and economic
challenges faced by cities by virtue of the current transportation model. The targets, in addition, put in place a
number of requirement on local authorities to reduce the number of conventional cars on their roads. The
research also found that market conditions will not drive cars off the road without policy intervention, thereby
requiring policy action on the side of cities for their citizens.
In a bid to support city leaders develop the policies that, on-the-ground, lead to better outcomes for citizens
and the environment, the DG Move developed a toolset that allows cities to better understand their current
situation regarding transportation, as well as plot a pathway towards a more sustainable, less polluted, safer
and more efficient future. The tool was designed with engineering and consultancy firm Ricardo Energy and
Environment. The online tool leverages a model for planners to replicated a variety of conditions within their
respective cities, as well as providing a means to assess a range of outcomes from possible transport policies
on cities’ transport system, environment and economy.
According to the firm’s press release, “The tool covers all modes of transport used in urban areas and has
been designed for use by different types of city – users can select from a set of default ‘city types’ built into
the tool. This allows users to select default data covering a wide range of parameters that are representative
of the situation in their own city, reducing the amount of information that users need to supply. If users have
access to more detailed data about their city, they can customise the default city data. A key benefit of the
17
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tool is that users do not need any prior experience in transport modelling. The tool is user-friendly, and has a
simple and intuitive graphical user interface.”

Source: Consultancy.uk
Link: http://bit.ly/2a4xA2K
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Gazprom’s European LNG Market share in Jeopardy, says Fitch
Keywords: LNG, natural gas, Russian company, price of natural gas, price of crude
Growing competition from natural gas and LNG
exporters, and a decline in gas demand in Europe are
threatening the market share of its single-largest supplier,
Russian Gazprom, Fitch has warned on Tuesday.
The state-owned giant accounts for about a third of all
natural gas supplies to the continent.
According to the ratings agency, the loss in market share – or a decline in profit margin – is pretty much
unavoidable, but the degree of its severity will depend on Gazprom’s flexibility. The Russian company has low
production and transportation costs on its side, as well as spare production capacity.
One of the measures the company is expected to take to offset the effects of the more intense competition
and the sluggish demand (caused by oversupply) is separating the price of natural gas from the price of crude.
It is also likely to offer its European clients more attractive trade conditions, which is the most logical thing to
do in such an environment.
Among these, Sputnik reports, will be a reduction in the take-or-pay volumes and a removal of clauses
requiring a specific destination for gas deliveries, which restricts overall export amounts.
Talk about Gazprom losing market share to the growing number of competitors, the U.S. included in the LNG
segment, has been going on for some time. For now, however, the global LNG market remains oversupplied,
which is pressuring prices and reducing the lucrative potential of exports to Europe.
Demand is stagnating, especially in the Asia-Pacific region, Fitch noted. The oversupply is seen by the agency
to persist until at least 2021, and competition will only get more intense in Europe as suppliers fight for
market share. Gazprom’s rivals are no less motivated to offer the best conditions to their clients to take a bite
out of the Russia’s giant 33 percent share.

Source: Oil Price
Link: http://bit.ly/2aqug2D
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